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How to raise money for your wool product on Kickstarter? 
A Guideline for Wool Crowdfunding Campaigns 
 

For most of us who have the goal of launching a wool product, one of the biggest challenges will be to 

find the funding to manufacture and market the product. To begin with, wool is an expensive raw 

material (rightfully so if I may say so), then there are the minimum orders for fabric and manufacturing, 

shipping, warehousing and handling fees and of course all sorts of marketing related costs. All these 

costs need to be paid for up front before you even sell one single item to your customers.  

A relatively new way of raising funding is crowdfunding. In this little guide, you can find out all about 

crowdfunding on the platform Kickstarter and learn how other wool businesses raised their funding 

successfully. This guide will tell you: 

- What Kickstarter is and how it works 

- Which kind of wool brands and products raised funding successfully 

- Lesson’s learned from successful and unsuccessful wool campaigns on Kickstarter 

- Key success factors to launch your Kickstarter campaign 

 

WHAT IS CROWDFUNDING? 
Crowdfunding allows entrepreneurs, artists or social causes to raise small amounts of money from a 

large number of people. In most cases crowdfunding is organised through specialised online based 

platforms and social media. There are several crowdfunding platforms available such as Kickstarter, 

Gofundme, Indiegogo and many other more specialised platforms.   

 

WHY KICKSTARTER FOR WOOL PRODUCTS? 
As just mentioned above, there are several crowdfunding platforms available. This case study focusses 

only on the platform Kickstarter for the following reasons:  

• Specialised platform to support creative businesses such as creators of wool products 

• Kickstarter was launched in April 2009 and is therefore a well-known and established platform 

• Reasonable fees 

 

 

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
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ABOUT KICKSTARTER 
Kickstarter was launched on 28. April 2009. Today over 130 employees work in Kickstarter’s New York 

City based office. The goal of Kickstarter is to allow creative projects to come to life. In 2015 Kickstarter 

changed its status to a Benefit Corporation, which means that as a for-profit organisation it needs to 

consider its obligations towards society as opposed to only shareholders.  

 

PROJECTS ON KICKSTARTER 
In spring 2017, Kickstarter reported to have a total of 354,356 projects launched on its site. Of these 

launched projects a total of 125,212 projects were funded successfully, that is a success rate of 35%. 

12,943,763 people backed projects with a total of 38,277,059 pledges made. The total dollar amount 

pledged was US$ 3,058,564,560.  

 

STEPS OF A KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN 
1. Create a Kickstarter project page that includes a video and a description about the product and 

the story behind the product.  

2. Set up of rewards for the people who back projects. Each project sets up rewards of different 

price levels. Each backer can then decide how much money they wish to invest by choosing the 

reward. A typical reward would be the product itself. The most popular pledge is made in the 

amount of US$ 25 but in general the rewards need to fit the product, the funding goal and the 

target audience. 

3. Set a deadline: Kickstarter Campaigns can run between 1 and 60 days. Kickstarter recommends 

to run campaigns with a duration of 30 days or less as they have a higher success rate.  

4. Launch, promote and update. During the time that a Kickstarter campaign is open for funding, 

promotion via social media and other networks is key for success. Keeping the Kickstarter page 

updated with fresh content is also important.  

5. Claim your funding. Kickstarter is an all or nothing campaign. If the goal was reached or 

outreached, the money on the table is yours to invest in your project. If you did not meet your 

goal, you go away with nothing.  

6. Fulfill your pledges. Now it is time to go out and make your product and fulfill those orders and 

promises you made through your pledges to the crowd who funded you.  
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CATEGORIES ON KICKSTARTER 
Each project launched on Kickstarter falls within one of the 15 predefined categories such as Art, 

Comics, Dance, Design, Fashion, Food, Publishing etc.  

As of Spring 2017, the category Fashion has had 4,791 projects successfully funded (that is 24 % of all 

fashion projects launched,) with a total of US$ 117 million. On the flipside over 15,069 fashion projects 

(76%) were unsuccessful and did not reach their funding goal.  

 

WOOL PROJECTS ON KICKSTARTER 
As this case study was written in May 2017, there were 192 projects to be found under the search word 

wool. Nine of these projects did not use any wool and just used the word wool in their branding e.g. a 

comic with a ‘steelwool’ hero, a music band or leather luggage who just happened to use the word wool 

in their branding.  

From the 183 actual wool projects there were 76 projects funded successfully (42%) and 107 projects 

did not reach their funding goal (58%). Interestingly enough, the success rate of wool projects is 22% 

higher compared to all projects in the fashion category and 7% higher than the average of all Kickstarter 

projects launched.  

 

TOP 20 WOOL PROJECTS ON KICKSTARTER 
This is an overview of the 20 most successful wool projects on Kickstarter. Interestingly enough there 

are 5 wool shoe or wool slippers among the top 10 projects. The most successful project was Wool & 

Prince, both in terms of funding as well as number of backers. It is also interesting to see the average 

amount invested by backers, ranging between US$ 38 and US$ 369. Both brands Wool & Prince and 

Baabuk rank with two and even three different projects among the top 20.  

Nine out of the twenty most successful projects are US based companies. The reason for this can be that 

Kickstarter is a US based company as well as that the US market has already accepted this kind of 

funding more wildly than other consumer markets.  

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
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Rank Name of brand Country Fibre Product on Kickstarter 
Number 
Backers 

Average backer 
amount Goal 

Amount 
raised 

1 Wool and Prince  USA Merino Wool Button Down Shirts  2352 $134 $30,000 $314,241 

2 Ohhio. Georgeous chunky knits  Ukraine Merino Wool Chunky Knits accessories  554 $369 $20,000 $204,496 

3 Baabuk  Switzerland Wool Felted wool sneakers  1050 $164 $20,000 $176,889 

4 Unitedbyblue  USA Bison down Socks  2480 $56 $15,000 $140,009 

5 Three Over Seven/Allbirds  NZ Wool Felted wool sneakers  970 $123 $30,000 $119,196 

6 XOAB  USA Wool and cotton Socks  1220 $81 $30,000 $98,895 

7 Wool and Prince  USA Merino Wool Wool T-shirt  682 $130 $35,000 $88,495 

8 Giesswein  Austria Merino Wool Felted wool sneakers  591 $134 $55,000 $88,495 

9 Lasso  France Wool Felted Wool Slippers  1275 $46 $22,000 $75,343 

10 Baabuk  Switzerland Wool Felted Wool Boots  312 $215 $20,000 $68,897 

11 Hillflint  USA Merino Wool Wool Sweater  606 $104 $20,000 $63,149 

12 Wool + Suede  Canada Sheep leather/wool Gloves  421 $114 $10,000 $48,119 

13 Dyehouse Organice Yarns  USA Natural Fibres Yarn 592 $71 $25,000 $41,782 

14 Baabuk  Switzerland Wool Felted Wool Slipper  360 $153 $15,000 $40,787 

15 Adventure Underwear USA/Australia Merino Wool Underwear  374 $88 $30,000 $32,955 

16 NxN Merino Wool Kerchiefs  USA Merino Wool Wearable Multi-Tool Scarf  452 $71 $3,500 $32,252 

17 Baafoot  USA Wool Wool insoles  774 $41 $5,000 $31,350 

18 Pichinku  Peru Alpaca Yarn 389 $80 $25,000 $31,025 

19 Birkeland Bros. Wool  Canada Wool 
Restoring Picker/Carding 
Machine  315 $67 $18,100 $21,029 

20 Izzy Lane United Kingdom Wool Yarn, throws, socks  336 $56 $18,500 $18,706 

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
www.elisabethvandelden.com
https://woolandprince.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1868906/woolandprince-the-better-button-down-guaranteed?ref=most_backed
http://ohhio.me/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1163965827/ohhio-gorgeous-chunky-knits?ref=most_backed
https://www.baabuk.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/baabuk/urban-wooler?ref=most_backed
https://unitedbyblue.com/products/the-ultimate-american-sock?variant=1051761828
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/brianlinton/the-ultimate-american-sock-made-from-bison-wool?ref=most_backed
https://www.allbirds.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/3over7/the-wool-runners-no-socks-no-smell?ref=most_backed
http://www.xoab.us/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ricklevine/xoab-socks-done-right?ref=most_backed
https://woolandprince.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1868906/woolandprince-the-wear-more-wash-less-t-shirt?ref=most_backed
https://www.giesswein.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/755137212/giesswein-merino-runners?ref=most_backed
https://lasso-shoes.fr/en/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1851515588/lasso-your-very-own-must-have-slippers-for-ultimat?ref=most_backed
https://www.baabuk.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/baabuk/the-unisex-wool-boot?ref=discovery
https://www.hillflint.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/shi/hillflint-the-mark-one-sweater?ref=most_backed
https://woolandsuede.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/820906538/wool-suede-redefining-warm-and-stylish-winter-glov?ref=most_backed
http://sacoriverdyehouse.com/site/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/dyehouse/dyehouse-organic-yarns-made-and-dyed-in-the-usa?ref=most_backed
https://www.baabuk.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/baabuk/baabuk-warmest-shoes-ever?ref=most_backed
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/827692278/adventure-underwear-protect-your-goods?ref=most_backed
https://www.northxnorth.co/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1928737290/nxn-merino-wool-kerchiefs-the-wearable-multi-tool?ref=most_backed
https://www.facebook.com/BAAFOOTinsoles/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2081124957/baafoot-shoe-inserts-go-barefoot-with-baafoot?ref=most_backed
https://www.facebook.com/pichinkuyarn/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/718250192/pichinku-naturally-dyed-peruvian-yarn?ref=most_backed
http://stores.birkelandwool.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1818528155/izzy-lane-cruelty-free-wool-yarn-throws-and-socks?ref=most_backed
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1818528155/izzy-lane-cruelty-free-wool-yarn-throws-and-socks?ref=most_backed
http://izzylane.bigcartel.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1818528155/izzy-lane-cruelty-free-wool-yarn-throws-and-socks?ref=most_backed
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WOOL CASE STUDIES ON KICKSTARTER 
The best way to understand what makes a successful Kickstarter campaign is to learn from others. In this 

next chapter you can find lessons learned from successfully launched campaigns as well as not so 

successful ones.  

Success: Wool & Prince 
It all started with the idea of making a better button down shirt made out of wool. Since then founder of 

Wool & Prince, Mac Bishop, has successfully completed two Kickstarter campaigns and expanded the 

brand’s product range.  

Mac created a great video for his campaign, where he demonstrated how he wore the same wool shirt 

for 100 days. In addition he talked to many potential customers about the wool shirt, capturing their 

surprised reaction when they learned that the shirt he was wearing was made out of wool. The video of 

wearing a shirt for 100 days was a great story to tell that the audience could easily remember.  

On the Academy Podcast, Mac told the story of how the Kickstarter campaign caught momentum. 

Around 5 days after launching his campaign on Kickstarter, different blogs started picking up the story 

which helped the campaign go viral. Shortly after, different tv shoes started to pick up his story as well. 

At some point Mac felt obliged to cool down the hype around his product as different tv shows were 

sensationalising the product in such a way that it no longer was true.  

Mac also recommends to seek true feedback early on to ensure that the product and messaging is right 

before going live on Kickstarter. The Wool & Prince campaign video was edited a total of 4 times before 

it was ready to be launched. Putting this kind of attention to detail into your campaign will pay off later.  

Link to Wool & Prince Button Down Shirt Campaign  

Link to Wool & Prince Merino Wool Jersey T-shirt Campaign  

Link to the Wool Academy Podcast interview with Mac Bishop of Wool & Prince 

 

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
www.elisabethvandelden.com
https://woolandprince.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1868906/woolandprince-the-better-button-down-guaranteed?ref=nav_search
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1868906/woolandprince-the-wear-more-wash-less-t-shirt?ref=nav_search
http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/005/
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Success: Baabuk 
Baabuk have launched 3 successful campaigns to produce their felted wool slipper, sneaker and boot.  

Co-founder Galina Witting explained on the Wool Academy Podcast, that Kickstarter was a good 

communications tool for her brand Baabuk. The many comments backers left on the site was also a 

valuable tool for more market analysis of which product and colours were most popular. This was 

helpful in the final stage of production.  

Have a look at all three of the Baabuk campaigns to see how much information was provided about the 

product, about wool, about the production process, sizing, rewards etc. This gives a good overview of all 

the details a campaign should include.  

Link to Baabuk Wool Boot Campaign 

Link to Baabuk Urban Wooler (Sneaker)  

Link to Baabuk Slipper  

Link to the Wool Academy Podcast interview with Galina Witting of Baabuk 

 

 

  

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
www.elisabethvandelden.com
https://www.baabuk.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/baabuk/the-unisex-wool-boot?ref=nav_search
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/baabuk/urban-wooler?ref=nav_search
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/baabuk/baabuk-warmest-shoes-ever?ref=nav_search
http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/012/
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Lessons learned from Wools – Footwear 
Footwear brand Wools first launched a campaign in November 2016 with a funding goal of CA$ 40,000. 

The campaign was cancelled in December when only 12 backers had funded the campaign with CA$ 

2,100. In early 2017, Wools relaunched their campaign with a lower funding goal of CA$ 5,000 and 

outreached their goal by sourcing funding of the amount of CA$ 14,500.  

What did the 2nd campaign do better than the 1st one? 

- Look at the videos of both campaigns. The first one mainly showed happy people walking 

around in the product and a background voice explaining about the product and company. In 

the second video real life customers explain why they like the product. The founders of the 

company introduce themselves in the video and talk how and why they founded the company.  

- In the second successful campaign the founders tell their own story and experience that has led 

them to develop the product and create the business.  

- The first campaign shoes a lot of dogs sitting on or next to the shoes (and it is not clear why 

these dogs are there), while the second campaign offers more product images (without any 

dogs).  

- In their second project, the founders have included also an CSR element by donating CA$ 5 to a 

children’s hospital for every pair sold.  

- During the first campaign, Wool’s also offered accessories such as handbags, laptop cases or 

wallets out of wool felt. These additional products were left out in the second campaign. These 

additional items diffuse the brand’s story about felted wool footwear.  

- More images of the product as well as lifestyle images of consumers wearing the product were 

added. 

- The second campaign also added stretch goals of what can be achieved additionally if the 

funding exceeded its original goal.  

Link to Wool’s 1st Campaign 

Link to Wool’s 2nd Campaign 

 

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
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https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/wools/wools-is-your-new-compressed-wool-all-seasons-foot?ref=discovery
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/wools/wools-footwear-perfected?ref=nav_search
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Lessons learned from NxN Merino Wool Kerchiefs 
North x North merino wool kerchief launched two campaigns one after the other with the exact same 

product. The first campaign was not successful only reaching US$ 3,000 of a goal of US$ 20,000. The 

second campaign then received US$ 32,000 overachieving its goal.  

What did the 2nd campaign do better than the 1st one? 

• A compelling professionally made video 

• More enticing and professionally looking photos featuring the product in action 

• Highlighting the advantage for the customer of saving or replacing many different items and 

tools for just one practical wool kerchief. 

Link to NXN Merino Wool Kerchiefs 1st Campaign 

Link to NxN Merino Wool Kerchiefs 2nd Campaign 

 

 

  

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
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https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1928737290/merino-wool-kerchiefs?ref=discovery
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1928737290/nxn-merino-wool-kerchiefs-the-wearable-multi-tool?ref=discovery
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Lessons learned from WoolSports 
Granted, WoolSports launched its project in 2011, which was early days for Kickstarter campaigns. If you 

look at the campaign page, you will find only text. The text mainly talks about the benefits of wool and 

not so much about the product itself. The same can be said about the video which is featuring lots of 

passion for wool in general but very little about the product.  

Link to WoolSports Campaign 

 

 

Other Case Studies to look at 
Jiva Cubes – Instant Columbian Coffee. Jiva Cubes’s first campaign did not get enough backers. However, 

after changing the video and rewards, Jiva Cubes launched three more successful campaigns.  

Link to all Jiva Cubes Campaigns 

 

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
www.elisabethvandelden.com
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/woolsports/woolsports-clothing-company-usa-2011-launch/comments
https://www.kickstarter.com/discover/advanced?term=Jiva+cubes&sort=most_backed&seed=2492398&page=1
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Key factors for success on Kickstarter 
Below you will find a summary of all the different elements that make a Kickstarter campaign successful.  

Have a strategy  
Have a campaign strategy in place and allocate the time, energy and money to implement it. While the 

campaign is active it needs to be your number one priority.  

Raise money before you go live 
Have 30% of the funding committed already before your launch and have these backers support you on 

social media. Consider sending individual messages to your personal network to get the support you 

need early on and let your network do the work for you as well.  

Tell a compelling story and solve a problem 
One of the required elements of a Kickstarter campaign is a video. This is the best opportunity to tell a 

compelling story. Showcase how the product benefits the consumer, how it is solving a problem. In the 

wool industry we tend to just talk about how great wool is. However in this video you need to let your 

potential customers know how the product (not wool) is changing their lives.  

Rewards – have a large variety 
Have a large variety of rewards in all different price categories. Remember that the average backer gives 

US$ 25. If you already have products available, start distributing them to your backers in order to get 

feedback on the site and respond to your backers while your campaign is still running.  

Collect and respond to feedback and give regular updates 
Within a Kickstarter campaign, backers can leave comments. Therefore be wise and use your campaign 

also as tool to collect direct feedback from your backers to help improve the product before you 

manufacture it. Give regular updates on the Kickstarter site to keep your backers updated about the 

progress of the campaign and the product development. Your backers are your first customers and can 

be turned into fans who advocate your product even further if you treat them right.  

Set a smart funding target 
Backers like to fund winners, therefore have a realistic goal that can be reached and even better 

outreached. This goal should be set at what you really need to create your product as indicated in your 

budget. To entice more funding, you can have so called stretch goals that once they are reached you will 

add a new feature to your product or different colour etc.   

Go offline 
While everything is happening online on Kickstarter, also consider organising offline events that will help 

you create even more excitement and gear up more backers for your campaign.  

Be ready 
Although Kickstarter sounds like the beginning of getting your product started. However, you need to 

look at it more like the ending. This means that you need to do all of the work before you go live on 

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
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Kickstarter. Have your manufacturer ready to start once you have the money, have the rest of your 

supply chain, distribution, warehousing, fulfillment and e-commerce site ready. Your backers will want 

to get their product quickly while you also need to have a consistent flow of customers coming in and be 

able to make them happy.  

Keep campaign under 30 days 
Although Kickstarter campaigns can run for up to 60 days, campaigns that run for 30 days or shorter are 

more successful. In this way you can create more excitement and urgency for backers to commit 

otherwise it might just feel to be dragging on without momentum.  

Make a budget 
Not all Kickstarter projects offer a detailed budget, but explaining in some detail why you need the 

amount mentioned in your goal, will convince backers even more. The more transparent you are, the 

more likely you will have success.  

Show your face 
People are not only investing into your product, they are investing into you as a founder and your team. 

Therefore, you as the founder and your team behind the product need to be visible within the 

campaign. Show your personality, your motivation and your passion of why you want to bring this 

product to life. Demonstrate your leadership that will give your backers confidence that you will follow 

through on your promises.  

 

HOW CAN I HELP? 
Hopefully you found this little guide helpful. Please let me know if you have any further questions or if 

there is anything else I can help you with. Are you about to launch a new wool product and are looking 

for funding? I would love to hear your story, so please get in touch at evd@elisabethvandelden.com 

 

Best wishes! 

Elisabeth 

http://www.elisabethvandelden.com/
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